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Safety while conducting tests 

1. Never load weight on the ends of the barbell while it is secured to a FH01 unit. 
2. Always ensure the angle adjustment bolt is securely fastened before testing. 

Otherwise the bar can “fall down” if participants apply lateral force during the 
setup or testing. 

3. Check and re-tighten all fasteners periodically and prior to any high force testing. 
 
Attaching the barbell to the device 

1. Open the plastic latch 
2. Place the bar inside, up against the metal main hook 
3. Lift the bar into the top of the hook with one hand 
4. Close the plastic latch with the other hand until a “Snap” sound is heard 
5. Reverse the process to release the bar. Including taking the weight of the bar off 

the latch before releasing. 
 
General Notes 

1. We generally recommend using 400 as the sampling rate for most testing unless 
you have specific RFD measurement requirements. 

2. Impulse is calculated from the point of onset -> 200ms. Therefore, in order to 
make accurate comparisons we highly recommend recording the onset threshold 
used and keeping it consistent for long term testing. 

 
 
 
 
Navigation: 

 will select the highlighted 
option 
 

 will return to the main menu. If 
the devices are already at the main 
menu, pressing the button again will 
perform a tare/zero of the system 



How to run a basic test (single mode): 
1. Secure the unit to the rack or fixture. 

2. Perform a zero by pressing “Menu/Tare” while in the main menu 

3. Select the “Start Test” option on the main menu 

4. Navigate to a save slot from the list 

a. *If there is already data in a save slot, selecting it will overwrite the slot 

with the new data* 

5. Prepare the athlete and get them in a ready position before pressing “Enter/On”.  

6. As soon as a save slot is selected with the “Enter/on” button, the unit will be in 

ready mode and waiting for the onset threshold. So only click into the slot once 

the athlete is ready. 

7. The device will beep when the threshold is met and the test recording started 

a. The onset threshold and test length are adjustable in settings 

b. The onset threshold only applies in the direction set for the test. For 

example, if you are testing in “Pull” mode with a 40N threshold, a 50N 

“Push” force will not trigger the threshold 

8. Once the test time has elapsed, it will display the peak force and 0-200ms 

Impulse on screen 

9. You can alternate this view with the force-time graph by pressing “Down” or “Up” 

10.Navigate back to the main menu by pressing the “Menu/Tare” button 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



How to pair multiple units: 

1. Ensure that one unit is designated as “Left” (slave) and one unit is “Right” 

(master) by navigating to the settings menu 

2. Return to the main menu, and perform a “Zero” on both devices by pressing the 

menu button again 

3. Navigate to “Pair/Unpair” and select with the “enter” button on both units 

4. They will automatically connect and show “Mode: Paired” in the status bar. 

5. Once connected, operation is done through the Right side only. 

6. The test settings from the Right side unit are also copied over to the left side 

upon connection. For the time being, please don’t change test settings after 

pairing the devices.  

7. The workflow to perform a test is identical to single-unit operation. Except the 

command to start a test is only given from the right side.  

8. After a test is done, the units will beep while the data is transferred over to the 

Right side. All paired test data stored on the Right side only. It is designated with 

a “(P)” to indicate the test was done paired. 

9. To disconnect, navigate to “Pair/Unpair” and select. 

 

 
 



How to view and export saved tests: 

1. Select the “View Tests” option from the main menu 

2. Tests are displayed as a list. There is an (S) or (P) detonating whether the test 

was a single or paired. 

3. Navigate with the “Up” and “Down” buttons 

4. The test results can be viewed by pressing “Enter/On” 

5. Once viewing a test pressing “Down” and “Up” will toggle between different 

visualisations 

6. When viewing a test, pressing “Enter/On” will export the data over USB 

7. This requires some form of logging software to receive and interpret the data 
a. We recommend PuTTY (See raw data handling manual for more 

information) 
 
 
 
Navigating the settings menu 

1. Navigate with the “Up” and “Down” buttons 

2. Pressing “Enter/On” will cycle through the options for 

whatever item is selected. For example, with the Unit 

settings, it will cycle through Newtons, Kg, Lbs 

3. Note: In order to pair, there must be a “left” and “right” 

pair. Ie, two “right” units cannot be paired together. 

4. The threshold settings are 20,40,80, 250N 

5. The length options are 5,10,20 seconds 

6. The sampling rate can be set to 400, 600, 1200 samples 

per second  

7. The unit can be set to Pull or Push - measuring either 

compression or tension 

8. All save slots can be deleted with the “erase memory” option 

 

Please email info@forcehooks.com with any bugs or feature requests. 

mailto:info@forcehooks.com


 


